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For the collector with a keen eye for detail, the modern design of the Jefferson Nickel (1968-2009) is

a canvas rich with history. Not only does the coin's design feature Jefferson's Virginia home,

Monticello, it also features intricate changes from the earlier Jefferson Nickel designs. The story of

this nickel and its evolving design is featured in this larger-than-average-size coin folder, along with

90 coin slots on three panels. With more slots than any other, this top-quality coin folder is a great

gift.
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I purchased three coin collector book and each one has some coin slots that were too large for the

coins. I don't get this because I have many coin collector books I purchased in stores and I have

never had this problem. Could these books be "seconds" ?

Nice looking folders that securely hold your nickels indefinitely. I own many of these folders and I'm

enjoy adding my nickels to them as the days go by. I've had no issues inserting or removing coins

(even though you should be very careful). I highly recommend these folders as they are the perfect

size for a bookshelf and look very nice if you want to display them on coffee or end table.

I bought this for my neice to play with. At the party she was engaged for hours (very unusual). All

the adults started breaking out their coins to give to her. This same item would cost me 15$ here in

Hawaii. Just push in the coin or the reverse to remove it. Nice variety.



I ordered several of these folders at one time and I was not disappointed in the least. Not only do

the folders LOOK good but they will not be damaged easily as well. They hold all my coins easily

and provide numerous facts about the coins that help the customer learn where and why these

specific coins were produced.I would gladly recommend any of the Warman's folders to any sort of

collector whether they are just beginning their collection or if they have been collecting for years. It

is a solid product that does exactly what it is supposed to do.

I recently bought this item, and I have been very disappointed by it. The spaces for the coins is just

slightly to large to hold them securely, so as soon as I attempt to fold it up to store it, a good number

of coins come tumbling out of their spaces. As it is quite useless for holding my coins I think that I

will be returning it and trying a different brand.

My granddaughters collected all the state quarters and I spent over $25 each for their books. This is

so much nicer and a lot cheaper. I like it has information regarding the coins plus folds over for easy

storage. i will be buying more of these in the future.

I liked the idea of a single folder, but as others have said the holes are too large. The glue used on

the backing also doesn't work very well...I'll stick to Whitman or Harris from now on.

I like the Warman Collector's Folders for their quality design. The coins are easy to insert, and the

cardboard is firm. These Collector's Folders work great.
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